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-. that they s^ay about-you, you got tfo go on and hold your head up and .
\.,

be a gentleman, all the'way.". And that what is my intention is. I
hope I never have to stoop to argue with these people.
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(Like you say", there are others feeling that anyone representing the
people has got to be congenial in every way regardless of their personal feelings' and that is how to say, you don't like a certain person,
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you got to represent them.)
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Yes, you got to represent him, and respect is another thing.

If you

want toJ>e respected, you have, to respect. You just can't go out and
have everybody throwing out the red carpet because it .is a position.
In my opinion, if you represent the people like they should be, well",
that all counts, and they will respect, you.
(HOW, J have got a question about the claim (words not clear) I was,
we didn't go along with the majority of votes tnat were cast on this
*
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claim. Of course, —understand people's feelings with (sentence not
clear) claim, you know, and we understand it.' We felt that the ball
game wasn't over. We were still in ^Ke game. We would come out better
in the end if we had* (not clearX)
Well, Leonard, in my opinion, on that is, that I talked to a good
many people not only half breed but the full blood people throughout
the entire county.- Nearly everyone that I talked to outside of one
person wanted to go ahead settle at the $13,200,000.

I fully realize

that wasn't the big enough price for it, but this thing's been going
onrsince, the 1809, I believe, and it has been in the courts for.almost
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20 years. This solicitor up there is Mr. Ralph Barnie. And when we
went up they led the council to 'believe that they were willing to 'make

